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Abstract 
About ten years ago, the optimal flood protection standards for the Netherlands were obtained by 

performing a social cost benefit analysis (Kind, 2014). The damages linked to failed critical 

infrastructure could not explicitly calculated, but were estimated to result in 2-33% extra damages to 

the total flood damages (Gauderis & Kind, 2011).  However, more recent studies have showed that in 

other European countries failure of critical infrastructure could result in far more extra flood damages 

(Karagiannis et al., 2017; Koks et al., 2019). Therefore, this study focused on finding a method to better 

quantify the effects of failure of critical infrastructure after a flood event in the Netherlands. The 

hypothesis was that failure of critical infrastructure would result in extra business interruption losses 

(BIL). The results demonstrated that for a particular case study area almost all critical infrastructure 

would fail. Two methods to calculate BIL were combined to find the extra BIL linked to failed critical 

infrastructure. This resulted in 11% extra damages compared to the total flood damages calculated 

using the most commonly used Dutch flood damage assessment model. However, this percentage is 

heavily dependent on the chosen case study area and flood scenario. Still, the methodology used in 

this research could be the starting point for better representation of indirect economic losses 

associated with failed critical infrastructure after a flooding event in the Netherlands. 
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1. Introduction 
About ten years ago, the economically efficient flood protection standards for the Netherlands were 

calculated to minimize future disaster economic losses (Kind, 2014). Using a new methodology for cost-

benefit analysis (CBA) and new insights in flood risk assessment, the results showed significantly 

different economically efficient flood protection standards for different parts of the Netherlands. Main 

recommendations were to no longer generally increase the legal flood protection standards for all 

flood-prone areas with at least a factor 10 in the Netherlands (Deltacommissie, 2008), but to raise 

protection standards especially along the rivers Rhine and Meuse (Kind, 2014). The costs and benefits 

of dike reinforcements form the base of the CBA. Not only financial and economic losses were 

considered, but also among others intangible damages for example loss of lives of humans. Hence was 

spoken of a ‘social’ CBA.   

The Dutch flood impact assessment model (HIS-SSM, now SSM2015) was used to determine the 

benefits, or prevented losses, for the social CBA conducted in 2014 (Gauderis & Kind, 2011; Kind, 2014). 

For every flood simulation multiple flood consequences can be calculated using this flood damage 

assessment model. For example, the number of affected (vulnerable) objects and inhabitants, the 

flood damages to residences, cars, businesses, and estimates of the number of potential fatalities. 

Considering critical infrastructure (CI), only the direct damages to infrastructure, pumping stations, 

wastewater treatment plants, hospitals and IED installations were calculated in this model (de Bruijn 

et al., 2015). Hence, the CBA included the total economic impact of failure of CI into the prevented 

losses by raising the total flood damages calculated with HIS-SSM with 2-33% (Gauderis & Kind, 2011).  

CI provide essential services on local, regional and nations level. Furthermore, CI are interconnected 

which can lead to “cascading effects” if CI fail. The cascading effect is the impact(s) on the system when 

a failure of one CI network causes failure of another network of element (Rinaldi et al., 2001). If a CI 

network fails, the total economic impact is the sum of the direct and indirect impacts. The direct impact 

consists of damages to CI assets. The indirect impacts could be business interruption caused by 

damaged CI. 

Most studies have been focused on the qualification of the cascading effects but not so much on the 

quantification (Rehak et al., 2018). There are some studies carried out to quantify the effect of failure 

of CI, but these studies only look at failure of one CI network. However, by looking at these studies the 

importance of incorporating CI failures in flood damage assessments becomes clear. A case study 

focusing on the electrical CI in a large urban area in Western Europe showed that the economic losses 

due to daily business interruption are 6 to 8 times more if power outage is considered after a flood 

event (Karagiannis et al., 2017). Furthermore, these losses due to daily business interruption account 

for 99% of the total losses. The other 1% are the direct costs of asset repairs. Another study 

investigated the economic impacts of failure of CI for the United Kingdom (Koks et al., 2019). They 

found an increase up to 300% in costs when power outages were included compared to the situation 

where only the economic impacts of direct business interruption due to flooded buildings were 

considered.  

The indirect economic impacts of failure of CI found by Karagiannis et al. (2017) and Koks et al. (2019) 

far exceed the estimation made by Gauderis & Kind (2011) of the indirect economic impact of failure 

of CI compared to the total flood damages. This research was therefore focused on developing a 

method to give a better estimation of the indirect damages caused by failure of CI. This could be done 

by assessing the extra business interruption losses resulting from failed CI.  
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In the current Dutch flood damage assessment three different damages are distinguished for 

businesses (de Bruijn et al., 2015). The direct physical damages to capital goods, the direct damages 

caused by business interruption of flooded businesses, and the indirect damages which occur outside 

the flooded area, because of supply or demand interruption due to flooding elsewhere. The hypothesis 

is that there are businesses inside the flood area that are not (completely) damaged by the flood itself 

but those businesses could experience (extra) interruption due to failed CI and thus production losses. 

Therefore, this research will aim to quantify the damages of business interruption posed to failure of 

critical infrastructure after a flooding event in the Netherlands. To be able to estimate these damages, 

the following sub-questions need to be answered: 

- What are the critical water depths of CI assets? 
- Which businesses are not (completely) damaged but are unable to produce due to failure of CI 
- What are the losses of these interrupted businesses?  

 
This research will provide insight into vulnerability of critical infrastructure to flooding and will develop 

a method for assessing extra business interruption losses caused by failed CI which can serve as a tool 

for other studies. Furthermore, the results could be incorporated into the Dutch flood damage 

assessment model which is essential to be able to give a better total flood damage estimation value. If 

the cascading effects of failure of CI can be quantified, CI could also be better represented in CBA. 

Consequently, the benefits of the avoided losses may increase making a dike improvement more cost-

effective. The link between the vulnerability of critical infrastructure and extra business interruption 

losses could raise awareness of policymakers and network operators and make them think about 

measures how to reduce vulnerability of CI networks.  
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2. Literature Review 
This chapter gives an overview of the critical infrastructure considered in the Netherlands, and how 

this is currently included in the Dutch flood damage assessment model. Also which business 

interruption losses are included in the Dutch flood damage assessment model is described. 

Furthermore, another method to assess the business interruption losses is explained. Lastly, different 

ways to determine the flood duration are compared.   

2.1 Critical infrastructure in the Netherlands  
There are certain processes that are so essential for the Dutch society that in an event of failure or 
disruption would result in severe social disruption. These processes are known as the critical 
infrastructure. Table 1, second column shows the thirteen national vital and vulnerable functions 
according to the Delta program (Deltaprogramma, 2015). The Delta program provides strategies to 
protect the Netherlands from flooding, mitigating impacts of extreme weather effects, and secure 
supplies of freshwater. The vital functions are divided into six sectors. Take in mind that in case of 
another extreme (weather) event, which is not a flood event, using table 2 as a list of the vital functions 
might not be sufficient. The Dutch government has a more general list of critical processes where 
eleven sectors are distinguished (NCTV, 2022). For a sector to provide its vital functions physical assets 
are required. Examples of these CI physical assets (Deltaprogramma, 2021) can be found in the third 
column of table 1.  

Table 1 - Overview of the critical infrastructure sectors with their vital functions, according to the Delta program 

(Deltaprogramma, 2015) 

Sector Vital function Examples physical assets 

Energy Electricity: national transport and 
distribution and regional distribution  

High voltage stations, switch stations 

 Gas: production, national transport 
and (regional) distribution  

Metering- and regulation stations, gas 
receiving stations, distribution 
stations 

 Oil supply Refineries 

ICT/telecommunication Communication with and between 
emergency services through the 112-
emergency number and C2000 

C2000 masts and a C2000 datacenter, 
masts for 112 

 Public network Fixed connections: optical-fiber cables 
Mobile connections: masts 

Water Drinking water supply Water treatment plants, water pumps 
(distribution)  

 Sewage water treatment Sewage water treatment plants 

 Flood defenses and water 
management 

Water pumping stations (pump excess 
water out into open water) 

Health  Hospitals 

Infrastructure Transport of persons and goods by 
(main) railway infrastructure 

Railways 

 Transport by (main) road network Highways 

Chemistry and Nuclear Large-scale production/processing 
and/or storage of chemicals and 
petrochemicals 

Chemical factories (BRZO+) 

 Storage, production and processing of 
nuclear materials 

Nuclear power plants  
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2.2 Dutch flood damage assessment: business interruption and critical infrastructure 
This section elaborates on how businesses interruption and critical infrastructure are included in the 

Dutch flood damage assessment. 

CI assets from the sectors water, health, infrastructure, and chemistry (table 1) are included in the 

Dutch flood damage assessment model (SSM2015, used to be HIS-SSM (de Bruijn et al., 2015)). 

However, only the direct physical damages are quantified by this model. The consequences of failed CI 

are big to society, otherwise it was not considered critical. Therefore, it is also relevant to include the 

indirect effects of failed CI to society in the flood damage assessment. Although much research has 

already been carried out to identify these indirect effects for the Netherlands (reference table 3), none 

quantified the possible damages. Nevertheless, to include these indirect effects into the flood damage 

assessment it would be necessary to monetize these indirect effects caused by failed CI. Indirect 

damages are quantified in SSM2015 by calculating the business interruption losses. However the 

business interruption losses linked to failed CI are not quantified by SSM2015. The next paragraph 

elaborates on another method to calculate business interruption losses.  

2.3 Business interruption losses  
There are three main approaches to evaluate BIL: Applying sector-specific reference values, 

comparisons of production output between hazard and non-hazard years, and approaches that 

calculate production losses using a fixed share of direct damages (Meyer et al., 2013). The first 

approach is considered to be the most comprehensive. This approach is used by Taguchi et al. (2022) 

to calculate BIL after a flood, including the BIL caused by failure of CI.  They describe that the total BIL 

can be evaluated by multiplying the interruption period of the businesses with the production value 

(Taguchi et al., 2022). The interruption time is based on the findings of Yang et al. (2016). They 

described that the business interruption losses occur during a flood event because during the 

inundation period there is no daily production possible and thereafter the recovery happens linearly, 

figure 1 (Yang et al., 2016). A recovery period is considered because it was noticed that most businesses 

cannot immediately start production and require start-up time after a flood event.  However, there 

are also recovery patterns possible that are not linearly. This depends on the preparedness response 

of the system and society after the disaster (Baghersad & Zobel, 2015). The recovery pattern influences 

the total losses. Linear represent an average prepared community, exponential recovery pattern 

indicates a well prepared community where an inverted exponential recovery is expected in a bad 

prepared community.  

 

Figure 1 – Visualization of the business interruption process, with a total stagnation period and recovery period 

 (Yang et al., 2016).  

Method section 3.5.2 present the method based on this section to calculate BIL in this research. 
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2.4 Business interruption duration 
As mentioned before, the BIL are dependent on the interruption duration of the businesses. In 

SSM2015 the BIL are also dependent on physical damages, and the interruption duration is dependent 

on water depth (de Bruijn et al., 2015). A depth-damage curve is used to determine the BI, see figure 

2. A damage factor of 1 indicates maximum BI, which is one year in SSM2015. The function for BI used 

in SSM2015 is based on data of the HAZUS flood model (Hazus, 2012). HAZUS is developed for and 

used in the United States to assess the flood damages. The BI function used in SSM2015 begins with a 

water depth of 0.25 meters, below this the BI is considered zero. SSM2015 thus assumes that there 

are no BIL below 0.25 meters. Figure 2, green line, shows that even with relative low water depths, the 

damage is high and that if the water depths exceed 2.42 meters the damage and business interruption 

is maximized.  

 

Figure 2 – The green line represent the proposed business interruption curve using in SSM2015. The blue line indicates the 

business interruption curve used in HIS-SSM (de Bruijn et al., 2015). 

Another method to determine the inundation duration is based on a map of Rijkswaterstaat (2020) 

figure 3.This map visualizes the estimation made by experts on the flood duration for the Netherlands 

(Rijkswaterstaat, 2020). The possible parts of the Netherlands that can be flooded are categorized 

based on inundation duration. It is expected that it could take days, weeks, months or maximum 6 

months until the area has dried, figure 3.   
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Figure 3 – The inundation duration map of the Netherlands based on experts (Rijkswaterstaat, 2020), own picture. 

This literature review provides the basic knowledge required for conducting the methodology. The first 

subsection resulted in the relevant CI sectors and examples of CI assets that could be found in the 

flooded area. The second section provided insight in what CI is already included in the Dutch flood 

damage assessment model and what is included in its business interruption calculation. This was 

followed by the finding of another method to calculate business interruption losses. Lastly different 

methods used for determining the flood duration are discussed.  
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3. Methodology 
This chapter describes the methodology to quantify the extra damages of business interruption posed 
to failure of CI after a flooding event in the Netherlands. First an overview of the methodology, which 
is also presented as an analytical framework is discussed. Subsequently, the different steps of the 
methodology were elaborated.   

3.1 Methodology Overview 
This paragraph provides a summary of the methodology. The methodology is also schematically 

represented in figure 4. There are two flood damage assessments combined in this methodology.  

First the impact of a flood on CI is investigated. This started by identifying CI assets in the flooded area, 

followed by a literature search to find the critical water depths of the assets to see how vulnerable CI 

assets are to flooding. The flood scenario (hazard), the exposed CI assets and the vulnerability of the 

CI assets to flooding were combined to find the failed CI assets in the flooded area.  

Next the impact of the flood on the businesses was investigated following the method of SSM2015 (de 

Bruijn et al., 2015). The businesses in the area were identified and categorized based on functionality. 

Utilizing the SSM2015 vulnerability curves the physically damaged businesses, and their business 

interruption (BI) period were obtained. Using this data, the business interruption losses (BIL) of the 

(partly) damaged businesses could be assessed.  

Lastly, the two flood damage assessments were combined to find the extra BIL caused by failed CI. The 

failed CI are combined with a flood duration map of the Netherlands to find the interruption time of 

the CI assets. To determine the extra BIL caused by failed CI, a new method based on flood duration 

and recovery period was used. Three different recovery scenarios were considered. First, the 

vulnerability of businesses to failed CI was determined. Then the BI losses for the businesses that were 

considered not to be damaged directly, are calculated. Furthermore, if the BI of the partly damaged 

businesses exceeded the interruption time according to the new method then the extra interruption 

losses were also calculated. Both BI losses were summed and those are considered to be the extra BI 

losses caused by failed CI.  
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Figure 4 – The schematically represented methodology conducted in this research, own picture. 

All the analyses were carried out using desktop QGIS version 3.22.0, later referred to as QGIS. For the 
BIL calculations Excel was used. An overview of the input data sources can be found in appendix 
A-1.  

 

3.2 Flood event 
This paragraph elaborates on the chosen flood event and the case study area. Considering time 

limitations and the fact that a bottom-up approach is generally applied for identification of cascading 

effects of CI (Rehak et al., 2018) a case study area was used in this research. The case study area 

preferably includes all critical infrastructure.  

The case study area was based on a flood scenario.  Figure 5a shows the chosen flood scenario whereas 

figure 5b shows the case study area based on this flood scenario. The flood scenario 20665 was 

obtained from the open data source “Landelijk Informatiestysteem Water en Overstromingen” (LIWO, 

n.d.). The LIWO contains map layers for professionals who are concerned with (preparation to) floods 

in the Netherlands, such as all the different inundation scenarios for the Netherlands. The flood 

scenario that was chosen shows the consequences of a dike breach along the right bank of the river 

Lek, at 950.6 km, close to Nieuwegein with a return period of 1:2000 years (LIWO, n.d.). The province 
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of South-Holland made the calculations for this flood scenario using the software Sobek 2.10.003. It is 

assumed that when the design water level is achieved in the model, the dikes are breached. Metadata 

can be found in appendix A-1.  

 

Description Flood Scenario 

The flood covers parts of the provinces Utrecht and Zuid-Holland. The built area of Nieuwegein is 

flooded immediately (VNK, 2011). The water then follows a path northward of Nieuwegein. The water 

depth in the Lopikerwaard increases and when the water passes Vlist, a small village north of 

Schoonhoven, more water will flow northward up to Mijdrecht. When Vlist becomes flooded, the 

water will flow further southwest to Krimpen a/d Ijssel.  

A requirement for the flood scenario was that many different CI assets would be present in the flooded 

area to help developing the methodology. Without many different CI assets present, the consequences 

of failure of these CI assets could not have been investigated. The area that used to be dike ring 151 

“Lopiker- en Krimpenerwaard” should have almost all CI present (De Bruijn et al., 2019). However this 

area did not have any railroads and almost no highway present. Hence flood scenario 20665 was 

chosen. The flood plain was bigger and thus expected to include more CI assets such as railways. 

Section 3.3.1 explains the identification of the CI assets present in the case study area.  

 

 
1 Since the adjustments to the water act implemented on January 1st, 2017, dike rings no longer have a formal status. 

Grondslagen voor hoogwaterbescherming, https://puc.overheid.nl/rijkswaterstaat/doc/PUC_151040_31/1/ 
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Figure 5 – A Flood Scenario 20665; breach at Lek dike (950.6 km) Nieuwegein. B Case study area based on flood scenario 

20665. Own pictures, data obtained from (LIWO, n.d.). 
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3.3 Flood Damage Assessment Critical Infrastructure 
This section first describes how the CI assets in the case study area were identified. Then, a literature 

study was conducted to assess the vulnerability of the identified CI assets to flooding, resulting in a 

water depth threshold per CI asset. Lastly, assumptions were made about the possible recovery 

periods. 

3.3.1 Identification of CI assets in case study area  
The goal of this step was to identify CI assets of each of the relevant CI sectors (Deltaprogramma, 2021) 

inside the case study area. Publicly available online data sources were used to identify the CI assets 

per CI sector. The data sources are summarized in table 2. A detailed overview with the used weblinks 

per CI asset/sector is provided in appendix A-1.2. From these sources, shapefiles containing the 

geographical information about the CI assets were downloaded. In QGIS, these shapefiles were opened 

and the CI assets with their location inside the case study area were selected and saved. A detailed 

description of the selection of the CI assets in QGIS can be found in appendix A-2.2. The identified CI 

assets are presented in the result section 4.1.1., table 9.  

Table 2 – An overview of the used online data sources to find the CI assets per CI sector. 

Sector Data sources 

Energy - TOP10NL; 
- Stedin; 
- Risicokaart.nl  

ICT/telecommunication - TOP10NL 

Water - TOP10NL 

Health - TOP10NL; 
- Risicokaart.nl 

Infrastructure - TOP10NL 

Chemistry/nuclear - Risicokaart.nl 

 

3.3.2 Vulnerability of CI  
After the identification of the CI assets in the case study area, the vulnerability of these CI assets to 

flooding was investigated. This next section elaborates on the method used to discover the critical 

water depths of the CI assets. 

For this analysis, the literature sources that were used are summarized in table 3. Starting point of the 

literature search was the climate adaptation of the Netherlands website. This webpage gives an 

overview of relevant studies regarding the consequences for the Netherlands if CI fails. Information 

about the vulnerability of the CI assets to flooding was however not easily findable because this 

information is not publicly available. Despite, some critical water depths for CI were found. The data 

used for this research is mainly extracted from stress tests and quick scans (Delta Expertise, 2019; 

Elshof & van den Brink, 2015; van der Brugge et al., 2017). These studies based the critical water depths 

mainly on expert sessions. If no critical water depths were found at all, the critical water depth was 

based on the availability of electrical equipment. Many CI assets are dependent on electricity, and 

therefore if the electrical equipment is in touch with water the CI asset is expected to stop functioning.  

The US flood model, Hazus, also determines the functionality threshold based on the location height 

of the electrical equipment (Hazus, 2012). The chosen critical water depths of the CI assets together 

with the reasoning can be found in section 4.1.2.  
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Table 3 – An overview of the used data sources to find the critical water depths of the CI assets. 

CI Sector Data sources 

Energy - Delta Expertise (2019); 
- Deltaprogramma (2015); 
- DHV (2012); 
- Oberije & Rosmuller (2016); 
- TNO (2014); 
- Van der Brugge et al. (2017); 
- Ward (2013) 

ICT/telecommunication - Agentschap Telecom (2022); 
- Delta Expertise (2019);  
- Elshof & van den Brink (2015); 
- Van der Brugge et al. (2017) 

Water - Delta Expertise (2019);  
- Deltaprogramma (2017);  
- KWR (2018);  
- Van der Brugge et al. (2017);  
- Van Leerdam et al. (2019) 

Infrastructure - Bubeck et al. (2019);  
- Delta Expertise (2019);  
- DHV (2012);  
- Elshof & van den Brink (2015);  
- Jongman et al. (2012);  
- Tsubaki et al. (2016);  
- van der Brugge et al. (2017);  
- Van Ginkel et al. (2021) 

 

3.3.3 Exposure of CI assets to flood 
This section explains the exposure of the CI assets to the flood, resulting in the identification of the 

failed CI assets. This analysis is completely carried out using QGIS.  

Using QGIS, the CI assets in the case study area that are expected to fail in the chosen flood scenario 

based on the critical water depths were found. Different water depth layers were made from the flood 

scenario. Each layer representing the area where the water depth would exceed a certain critical water 

depth of a CI asset. This layer together with the layer containing the CI assets were compared with 

each other. The CI assets that fell within the area of the layer representing the critical water depth, 

were assigned to fail in this flood scenario. The detailed methodology is explained in appendix A-2.3. 

This was the final step in the flood damage assessment of the CI assets. A summary of the failed CI 

assets is presented in result section 4.1.3.  

3.4 Flood damage assessment businesses  
This paragraph guides through the steps that were required to identify the exposed businesses to the 

flood. For detailed steps, see appendix A-2.4.  

First step was to map all the business in the study area. The data was obtained from the Basis 

registration of Addresses and Buildings (BAG) data of year 2020 . BAG data contains the footprint, 

usable area, coordinates and function of all buildings. One building could have multiple functions. The 

businesses were categorized in business sectors based on their BAG user function, as was done in 

SSM2015 see table 4. 
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Table 4 -  The business categories as used in SSM2015 and the link to BAG user functions (both the original Dutch name and 

its translation are given). 

Business category (same as SSM2015) BAG category 

Meeting facilities Bijeenkomstfunctie (meeting facilities) 

Logisfunctie (accommodation for guests) 

Offices Kantoorfunctie (offices) 

Celfunctie (detention home for prisoners) 

Health services Gezondheidszorg (health services) 

Industries Industrie (Industries) 

Overige gebruiksfunctie2 (others) 

Education facilities Onderwijsfunctie (education facilities) 

Sport facilities Sportfunctie (sport facilities) 

Retail and commerce Winkelfunctie (shops and commerce) 

Next, the businesses were also categorized based on the water depth they experienced in the chosen 

flood scenario. This categorization is based on the water depths resulting from the business 

interruption damage factors used in SSM2015, see table 5.  In QGIS, the number of businesses per 

business sector were found per water depth layer.   

Table 5 – The used business interruption damage factors per water depth, based on figure 2. 

Water depth (m) Business interruption damage factor 

0 – 0.25 0 

0.25 – 0.50 0.16 

0.50 – 1.21 0.64 

1.21 – 2.42 0.84 

2.42 < 1 

Lastly, the businesses were categorized based on the inundation duration they would experience 

according to the (Rijkswaterstaat, 2020). Figure 6 shows the expected inundation period of the case 

study area, with the business layer on top (black spots). The inundation duration was thus either 

weeks, months or up till 6 months.   

 
Figure 6 - The inundation period for the businesses (black spots)  in the case study area, inundation duration map from 

Rijkswaterstaat (2020), own picture. 

 
2 The other use functions with an area larger than 100 m2 were added to this industry function. 
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3.5 Business interruption  
This paragraph elaborates on the methods used to quantify the business interruption losses (BIL) 

caused by the flood scenario. The BIL based on direct damages to the businesses (direct BIL) could be 

quantified using the method of SSM2015. However, another method independent on water depth was 

required to assess the BIL linked to failed CI (indirect BIL). The new method was found by conducting 

a systemic literature review. Using this new method, the total BIL (direct BIL + indirect BIL) were 

assessed. By combining the two methods, the indirect BIL linked to failed CI could be obtained.  

3.5.1 Business interruption losses: method of SSM2015 
The method of SSM2015 was followed to calculate direct BIL. The methodology can be found in the 

updated and improved method for flood damage assessment: SSM2015 (version 2), page 35-38 (de 

Bruijn et al., 2015).  By following the method used in SSM2015, the BI loss was calculated by adjusting 

the gross value added (GVA) and the net value added (NVA) by the damage factor of physical damages 

based on water depth, and multiplying this with the business interruption (BI) damage factor, table 5. 

The BI damage factor is based on the US flood damage model (Hazus, 2012). The maximum BI is 

assumed to be one year in SSM2015, thus damage factor of 1 is equal to one year BI. The BIL results 

using the method of SSM2015 are presented in section 4.2.1.  

3.5.2 Systemic literature review Business interruption losses  
A systemic literature review (SLR) was conducted to find another method to assess BIL, not dependent 

on the direct damages to the businesses. The method of Hudson & Botzen (2019) was followed while 

performing the SLR.  

On 15th of April 2022, a literature search was carried out using the search engines “Web of Science” 

(WOS) and “Google Scholar” (GS). The following combinations were made: 

- Business interruption * Disaster * Critical Infrastructure 

o WoS: 8 

o GS: first 20 

- Business interruption * Flood * Critical Infrastructure 

o WoS: 6 

o GS: first 20 

- Economic impact * Flood * Critical Infrastructure 

o WoS: 38 

o GS: first 20 

- Business interruption * Vulnerability * Flood 

o WoS: 7 

o GS: first 20 

- Business interruption * Input Output* Critical Infrastructure 

o WoS: 5 

o GS: first 20 

- Business interruption * Recovery * Flood 

o WoS: 80 

o GS: first 20 

For every search using WoS, all articles were selected. For GS, the first 20 articles were selected based 

on relevance. After deleting duplicates: using WoS a total of 135 articles were selected, using GS a total 

of 81 articles were selected.  Comparing the articles of WoS and GS, duplicates were deleted resulting 

in a database of 200 articles.  
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Hereafter the title and abstract of the articles were checked if they met the inclusion criteria:  

- Assessment of business interruption caused by a natural disaster 

If the articles met the inclusion criteria, the article was labeled “business interruption”. A total 39 

articles were labeled as “business interruption”. Three other articles were found via other articles, all 

labeled as business interruption (BI) which led to a total of 42 articles about BI.  

The 42 articles about BI were scanned to see if they contained a method how the BI was assessed. 

Several articles (n = 13) explained the use of Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) models or (variants 

of) Input-Output (IO) models. CGE models, IO models and variants of these models are developed to 

identify the economic impact of a natural disaster on an economy.  For this research, the goal was to 

specifically calculate the business interruption losses of the affected businesses in the flooded area. 

Therefore, these models will not be used in this research. Furthermore, 18 articles were excluded 

because they were not considered relevant in the context of this research. 

The findings of the SLR can be found under the section Literature Review. The resulting method, from 

now on referred to as “new method”, used in this research to calculate total BIL:  

BIL = (𝐼𝐷 + 0.5𝑅𝑃) ∗ 𝐺𝑉𝐴 ∗ 𝑆𝐴 

Where;  

ID = Inundation Duration [year] 

RP = Recovery period [year] 

GVA = Gross Value Added [€/m2/year] 

SA = Surface Area [m2] 

 

The BIL are calculated per sector, because the GVA differs per sector. The same GVA values are used 

as in SSM2015, see table 6. It should be noted that these GVA values are based on the performance of 

all the business in the Netherlands, and not just this case study area. Also, these values are based on 

performances in 2011.  

Table 6 – The gross value added (€/m2) obtained from de Bruijn et al. (2015). 

Business category Gross value added (€/m2) 

Meeting facilities 285 

Health services 2206 

Industry 734 

Offices 2171 

Education 73 

Sports 107 

Retail and commerce 677 

  

3.5.3 Business interruption losses new method 
Following the new method, the BIL are dependent on the ID and RP. The businesses were already 

categorized based on ID, as a result of section 3.4. Per ID the total surface area per business sector was 

determined (in m2).  The total surface area per sector was multiplied with the sectoral GVA, table 6, (in 

€/m2), resulting in the BI losses per ID area per year per sector (in €). These BI Losses per sector were 

summed up resulting in the total BI losses per ID area per year.  

Because little is known about the recovery period after a flood, the approach of Taguchi et al. (2022) 

was followed. They linked the inundation duration and the recovery period, indicating that a short 
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inundation period would result in a short recovery period. Three possible recovery scenarios were 

tested. Scenario 1 assumed that the recovery period had the same length as the inundation period. In 

scenario 2 was assumed that the recovery period was twice as long as the inundation period. The 

recovery period in scenario 3 was minimal 6 months, and steps of 6 months were taken per inundation 

period. This was done because it was observed that more than 2/3 of businesses had an interruption 

period which was longer than 7.7 months according to SSM2015. So in the this scenario, the total 

interruption time would be closer to the interruption times considered in SSM2015.  

For each scenario are the total BI losses per ID area per year multiplied with the resulting calculation 

value per ID (column 3, table 7). The calculation value is ID + 0.5*RP. The outcomes of the three 

different ID with the same RP were added together, resulting in the final outcomes: the total BIL based 

on inundation duration and recovery period. The results can be found in the results section 4.2.2, table 

13. 

Table 7 – Per recovery scenario, the different interruption times stated i.e. the calculation value (in years) 

Recovery scenario ID and RP 
(months) 

Calculation value 
(years) 

1 - ID = 0.5 
- ID = 3 
- ID = 6 

+ RP = 0.5 
+ RP = 3 
+ RP = 6 

➢ 0.063 
➢ 0.38 
➢ 0.75 

2 - ID = 0.5 
- ID = 3 
- ID = 6 

+ RP = 1 
+ RP = 6 
+ RP = 12 

➢ 0.083 
➢ 0.50 
➢ 1 

3 + ID = 0.5 
+ ID = 3 
+ ID = 6 

+ RP = 6 
+ RP = 12 
+ RP = 18 

➢ 0.29 
➢ 0.75 
➢ 1.25 

 

3.5.4. Extra Business Interruption Losses 
This section elaborates on the methods used to calculate the extra BIL assumed to be caused by failed 

CI. The extra BIL consist of the losses of the neglected businesses by SSM2015 and where the CI 

interruption period is longer than the business interruption period considered by SSM2015. Lastly, the 

method of SSM2015 and the new method are combined, to find a value of indirect BIL that can be 

compared with the resulted direct BIL of SSM2015.  

Neglected Businesses by SSM2015 

According to SSM2015, the businesses that experienced water depths between 0-0.25 m were not 

directly damaged by the flood. After identifying these businesses, the total surface are per business 

sector was determined. Using the new method, the business interruption losses for these neglected 

businesses in SSM2015 were calculated.  

Critical infrastructure interruption period longer than business interruption period SSM2015 

The assumed interruption time of the businesses could differ depending on the recovery period. If the 

interruption time of the businesses was assumed to be longer using the new method compared with 

the interruption time of SSM2015, the difference in time is assumed to cause extra business 

interruption losses due to failure of CI. The extra business interruption losses are calculated by 

multiplying the surface area of the businesses per sector with their GVA and the extra assumed 

interruption time. 
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Combining the method of SSM2015 and new method 

To understand which BIL is meant in the following section, the different considered BILs were lettered 

according to table 8. For the last analysis, the BIL results of the new method (A, C, D) were used to find 

the indirect BIL (G + H) linked to the direct BIL of SSM2015 (F). The BIL result of the new method 

represent the total BIL in the case study area (A). It is assumed that the total BIL is the sum of the direct 

and indirect BIL inside the flooded area (A = B + C + D). Direct BIL result from direct damages of the 

flood to the businesses. The indirect BIL result from the failure of CI inside the flood area. The 

businesses that are not damaged by the flood itself but are affected by the failed CI would have indirect 

BIL (C). Furthermore, if the failed CI is expected to be longer out of service than the businesses the 

extra interruption time due to the failed CI would also result in extra indirect BIL (D).  

Using the new method, the share of each of the BIL (B, C, D) to the total BIL (A) were determined. These 

results were used to give an indication of the indirect BIL (G, H) compared to the direct BIL found using 

SSM2015 (F). The direct BIL of both the new method and SSM2015, and the neglected BIL for the new 

method were used to obtain the BIL of the neglected businesses for SSM2015 (C * F / B = G). The share 

of the neglected businesses to the total BIL was assumed to be the same in both methods (C / A = G / 

E). Thus using the ratio between the neglected BIL and the total BIL of the new method, and the just 

obtained neglected BIL for SSM2015, the total BIL for SSM2015 was acquired. Lastly, the indirect BIL 

due to extra interruption was found for SSM2015 ( E – F – G = H). The steps are summarized below 

using the letters in table 8 indicating the different BILs considered.  

 1. A – (C + D) = B 

2. (C * F ) / B = G 

3. C / A = G / E  

4. E – F – G = H  

Table 8 – The different BIL considered per method marked with a letter. 

 Total BIL Direct BIL Indirect BIL 

  Neglected Extra Interruption 

New method A B C D 

SSM2015 E F G H 
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4. Results 

 4.1 Flood damage assessment critical infrastructure 
The following three sections explain the results of the flood damage assessment focused on CI with 

the chosen flood scenario. First, all the CI assets that could be exposed to the flood were identified. 

This was followed by a vulnerability assessment of these identified CI assets to a flood. Combining the 

flood scenario, the identified CI assets and the vulnerability of the assets to the flood a flood damage 

assessment focused on CI was conducted resulting in an overview of the failed CI assets.  

4.1.1 Identification of CI  
The identified CI assets per sector are summarized in table 9. The selected features and the data 

sources are also showed in this table. The number of features represents in most cases the number of 

identified CI assets, however not for the infrastructure features and the gas pipers.  

Table 9 – The identified CI assets per sector and the number of features that were identified in QGIS. 

Sector Critical infrastructure asset # features QGIS 

Energy Transformer stations 15 

 High voltage power lines (underground) 885 

 Medium voltage power lines (underground) 27724 

 Medium/low voltage power lines (underground) 1722 

 Low voltage power lines (underground) 56202 

 High/medium/low voltage electricity stations 13 

 Medium voltage electricity stations 695 

 Low voltage electricity stations 2570 

 Gas regional distribution pipes 53081 

 Metering/regulation station 2 

 Gas receiving station 15 

ICT/telecommunication Transmission masts  63 

Water Water treatment plant 13 

 Water pumps (extraction) 4 

 Water pumping stations (discharge) 43 

Infrastructure Highways 598 

 Main roads 969 

 Regional roads 2835 

 Local roads 7944 

 Streets 26458 

 Railroads 215 

 

Comparing table 9 with table 1, it is noticeable that not all CI sectors mentioned in table 1 are identified 

in the case study area.  The focus in this research lies on the extra BI losses caused by failed CI, thus it 

was a prerequisite that the failure of CI had a direct impact on the functioning of a business. It is 

assumed that flooding of a hospital does not directly impact the functioning of a business and is 

therefore excluded from the CI assets that are considered in this research. Also, hospitals are already 

recognized as vulnerable object in SSM2015, so not completely neglected in the flood damage 

assessment. (Important to notice is that flooding of a hospital can have major impacts on society, but 

this is not the focus of this research.) Furthermore, there are no BRZO+ businesses and nuclear plants 

present in the case study area. If there were nuclear plants, they would not be considered because 

they are built to withstand a major flooding (Autoriteit NVS, 2022).  
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4.1.2 Vulnerability of CI  
This paragraph elaborates on the chosen inundation depths by which the CI assets are expected to fail 

in case of a flood event in the Netherlands. This vulnerability search was focused only on the CI assets 

present in the case study area and the findings are summarized in table 10 and explained in detail 

below. 

Energy 

The Dutch electricity network is very robust. The high voltage transmission network has multiple ring 

structures which enables the network to perform without too many problems even if there are 

multiple power outages (TNO, 2014). The distribution networks are also built as much as possible in a 

ring structure, where houses or businesses are the final branches. The overhead and underground 

transmission lines are not vulnerable to flooding (TNO, 2014; Ward, 2013). However power generation 

plants, transmission substations, and distribution substations are all vulnerable to flooding (TNO, 

2014). From 20-30 cm the first parts of the electrical system, will experience problems (Delta Expertise, 

2019; DHV, 2012; van der Brugge et al., 2017). The wires and switches in the low voltage stations are 

not waterproof and if the water hit those parts will consequently result in a short circuit. Medium Low 

Voltage stations are vulnerable at a water depth of 50 cm (Oberije & Rosmuller, 2016). Van der Brugge 

et al. (2017) uses 50 cm as a threshold for medium voltage stations. These resulting power outages are 

limited to the flooded area. However if the water depths exceed 2.0-2.5 meters failure of high voltage 

stations can cause power outages at supra-regional or even national level (Deltaprogramma, 2015; van 

der Brugge et al., 2017).     

The gas regional distribution network does not function when the inundation depth is more than 30 

cm (DHV, 2012; van der Brugge et al., 2017). Water pressure outside the gas pipes becomes higher 

than gas pressure inside the pipes, resulting in small leakages into the gas pipes. Above 60 cm power 

outages will cause gas receiving stations to shut down (Delta Expertise, 2019). The metering- and 

regulation stations where high pressure is lowered and gas is odorized are expected to fail when water 

depths are higher than 1.0 meters (van der Brugge et al., 2017) 

Telecommunication 

The water depth threshold of telecommunication is considered to be 20 cm in this research. 

Agentschap Telecom (2022)conducted a risk analysis regarding flooding and telecommunication. The 

telecommunication sector expects a water depth of 20 cm or higher to be the threshold for a lot of 

physical assets to no longer properly function. Most telecommunication towers have their controlling 

equipment at ground level, which makes it vulnerable to flooding. The telecommunication towers and 

the street cubicle cabinets are also vulnerable to power outages. When low voltage networks fail, 

which is after a water depth of 20-30 cm, telecommunication is considered to fail inside the flooded 

area (Elshof & van den Brink, 2015; van der Brugge et al., 2017). Some telecommunication towers have 

back-up generators. Yet these generators work for maximum a few hours and are also placed on 

ground level which makes them also vulnerable to flooding.  

Vulnerability of datacenters to flooding seems to be very location specific (Telecom, 2022). They also 

heavily rely on electricity, hence most important datacenters have their own limited back up power 

supply through generators. There is not a specific water depth threshold found, therefore in this 

research it is assumed that the water depth threshold is 1 meter. With a water depth of more of 1 

meter there will definitely be damage to the electrical equipment.  
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Water  
Pumping stations and sewage water treatment plants are vulnerable to flooding. Both assets are 

expected to fail during a flood event and have significant flood damage (Deltaprogramma, 2017). 

Failure happens after a few decimeters of water because of inundation of power supply assets, such 

as wires or switches.  Hence in this research 30 cm will be used as the threshold for failure of pumping 

stations and sewage water treatment plants.  

The drinking water network has different failing mechanisms. During the flood event, transport pipes 

can fail or break due to water pressure outside the pipes or movement of the soil (KWR, 2018). 

Transport pipes can experience damage by inundation depths of more than 5 meters for more than a 

few hours (KWR, 2018). Pumps can fail due to short circuit when in contact with water or power 

outages due to failure of power supply caused by the flood at another location (KWR, 2018; van 

Leerdam et al., 2019). Although, drinking water stations have a backup power supply for 10 days and 

the drink water stations claim to be protected against flooding (van der Brugge et al., 2017; van 

Leerdam et al., 2019). Because the information is somewhat contradictory, in this research it is 

assumed that the threshold for failure of water pumps due to short circuit is higher compared to the 

30 cm mentioned before by other assets. Here a threshold of 1 meter water depth will be used for 

failure of drinking water pumps, because the drinking water stations are said to be protected (van der 

Brugge et al., 2017).   

Infrastructure 

During a flood event the (main) roads will become flooded and/or can be damaged (Van Ginkel et al., 

2021). With only 20 centimeters water on the road, cars are not able to drive at high speed anymore. 

After 50 cm of water it is not possible for cars anymore (DHV, 2012; Elshof & van den Brink, 2015; van 

der Brugge et al., 2017). This indicates that even with low inundation depths, the roads cannot fulfill 

their function properly anymore and are therefore vulnerable to flooding. Furthermore, a flood event 

can damage the roads too. Although the damages will not be more than 35% of the construction costs 

(Van Ginkel et al., 2021), previous studies found that damage to infrastructure could contribute in 

extraordinary cases up to 50-60% (Bubeck et al., 2019; Jongman et al., 2012).   

The rail network is very vulnerable to flooding. Instability and loosening of the rail body are the direct 

consequences of inundation (van der Brugge et al., 2017). The rail bodies are not built to resist a flood 

event (Tsubaki et al., 2016). As a prevention measure trains will not ride when the rails are inundation. 

Furthermore, the water can also damage the electrical wires attached near or on the railways. The 

water depth threshold for railways is 25 cm in this research (Delta Expertise, 2019). 

4.1.3 Failed CI 
The next section elaborates on the results of the flood damage assessment focused on CI summarized 

last column of table 10. The energy sector experienced relatively the most failures among the gas 

assets. Also more than 2/3 of all the electricity assets are expected to fail. The high voltage station is 

not expected to fail, so not power outages outside the flooded area expected. A lot of gas distribution 

pipes would go into water lock (DHV, 2012), they should all be checked also the not waterlocked pipes 

so probably long recovery time. The GRS and MRS are all expected to fail. Note to network operators 

to make them less vulnerable to flooding.  
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Table 10 - An overview of the results of the flood damage assessment focused on the different CI assets, presenting their 

critical water depths and the percentages of the failed CI assets after the flood event. 

Sector Critical infrastructure Asset Critical water depth 
(cm) 

Failed assets  
(%) 

Energy High Voltage Station 250 0% 

 Medium Voltage Station 50 67.6% 

 Medium-Low Voltage Station 50 67.5% 

 Low Voltage Station 20 84.1% 

 Gas Distribution Network Pipes 30 81.6% 

 Gas Receiving Station 60 100% 

 Gas Metering- and Regulation Station  100 100% 

ICT/telecommunication Transmission tower 20 85% 

Water Pumping Stations 30 88% 

 Sewage Treatment Plants 30 78% 

Infrastructure Roads 20 100% 

 Railways 25 67% 

 

85% of the masts are directly damaged by the flood, but probably 100% won’t work due to power 

outages. Summarizing, it is expected during this flood scenario no telecommunication is possible in 

this area. There might be some telecommunication possible, dependent of the sending width of the 

masts around the flooded area. 

Almost all treatment plants are expected to fail and also 78% of the pumping stations are expected to 

fail. This could have consequences for the expected flood duration time, because the pumping stations 

are necessary to pump water outside a region.  

The transportation function of roads and railroads is completely compromised during this flood 

scenario. Although not all the roads and railroads are fully flooded, the roads and railroads are not 

usable.  

Conclusions of this flood damage assessment are that the critical infrastructure assets would be heavily 

compromised by the flood. The telecommunication network is expected to fail completely, the 

infrastructure network cannot longer fulfill its function, the regional electricity and gas distribution 

network are heavily compromised, and the water network is also expected to not function due to 

failure of both assets and electricity. But it was not possible to link the failed CI assets to the businesses 

in the scope of this thesis. It is expected that the failed CI have destructive effects on the society 

including businesses, and the effects are felt close to the failed CI assets. The flood duration map of 

Rijkswaterstaat (2020) was used to determine the inundation period of the CI assets and thus the 

businesses. This map shows the flood duration for regions instead of really detailed manner e.g., 

25x25m map. It was assumed that the failed CI asset would experience the same flood duration as the 

businesses based on this map. Therefore the assumption was made that every business is not operable 

for at least the inundation period, according to the flood inundation map of Rijkswaterstaat (2020), 

and its accompanying recovery period.  Thus the businesses that were not flooded based on the flood 

scenario (LIWO, n.d.) are assumed to not operate because of the failed CI assets close by. Also if the 

flood duration (Rijkswaterstaat, 2020) plus its recovery time was longer than the interruption time 

based on water depth (SSM2015), extra business interruption losses were expected because of the 

failed CI.  

4.2 Business interruption losses 
This subchapter provides the exposed businesses to the flood, based on either water depth or assumed 

flood duration. Using the exposed businesses per water depth, the business interruption losses 
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according to the method of SSM2015 were found for the flood scenario. Using the exposed businesses 

based on flood duration, the business interruption losses for three different recovery scenarios were 

calculated according to the new method. Lastly, the two methods were combined to give a prediction 

about the BIL linked to failed CI. 

4.2.1  Business interruption losses based on water depth 
The businesses, categorized based on which water depth they experienced in the chosen flood 

scenario, are summarized in table 11. 5782/35578 (16.3%) of the businesses experienced water depths 

up to 0.25m, according to the BI graph used in SSM2015 the BI damage factor is therefore 0. The 

interruption time is thus considered to be zero and the business would not be interrupted in this flood 

scenario. These businesses are not damaged and thus do not have business interruption losses 

according to the method of SSM2015. However the hypothesis is that these businesses are also 

interrupted because of failure of CI. In section 4.2.2 the BI losses of these businesses are calculated 

using the new method.  Most of the businesses (28977/37778 = 81.4%) experienced water depths 

between 0.25 and 2.42m, and thus according to SSM2015 would have BI damage factors varying 

between 0.16 and 0.84. These businesses are considered to be interrupted but not for the maximum 

assumed period of one year, and therefore also do not experience the maximum damages. Only 

819/33578 (2.3%) of the businesses experienced water depths over 2.42m, resulting in a BI damage 

factor of 1 and experienced the maximum interruption period of one year according to SSM2015 and 

therefore maximum damages.  

Table 11 – The business interruption losses using method of SSM2015, based on water depth. 

Water depth BI damage factor Interruption 
period 

# Businesses case 
study 

BIL SSM2015 

0 – 0.25 m 0 0 months 5782 €                              - 

0.25 – 0.50 m 0.16 1.9 months 4913 €         269,901,445 

0.50 – 1.21 m 0.64 7.7 months 12044 €     2,469,215,986 

1.21 – 2.42 m 0.84 10.1 months 12020 €     3,001,022,010 

2.42 m < 1 12 months 819 €         370,900,292 

Total   35578 €     6,111,039,734 

 

4.2.2 Business interruption losses based on flood duration 
Using the new method, an estimation of the total BIL was provided based on the flood duration map 

of RWS (2020). The businesses were categorized based on the flood duration, which resulted in 

15290/35578 (43%) businesses would be inundated for two weeks, 17774/35578 (50%) businesses for 

3 months, and 2514/35578 (7%) businesses for a maximum of 6 months. For the three different 

recovery scenarios, the total BIL were calculated using the new method. The results are summarized 

in the second column of table 12. 

The total BIL is assumed to consist of two BIL sources: BIL caused by direct flood damages to the 

businesses and BIL caused by indirect damages to the businesses. The indirect damages are assumed 

to arise due to failure of CI resulting in extra BI. The indirect BIL of the 5782 businesses that were not 

damaged by the flood according to SSM2015, are assumed to be 16% compared to the total BIL. This 

accounts for every recovery scenario, see table 12 fourth column “neglected businesses”. Indirect BIL 

were also calculated if the interruption time of the CI assets according to the new method was longer 

than the interruption time assumed in SSM2015. These extra interruption times cause 9% extra BIL in 

scenario 1, 11% extra BIL in scenario 2, and 16% extra BIL in scenario 3. The results show that these 

indirect damages due to extra interruption time increase when the recovery time also increases. To 

conclude, the BIL associated with failed CI is considered to be 25-32% compared to the total BIL, 

depending on the chosen recovery scenario.  
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Table 12 - The business interruption losses using the new method, based on flood duration, calculated for three different 

recovery scenarios. 

Recovery scenario Total BIL BIL: 
direct damages 

BIL: 
indirect damages due to failed CI 

   Neglected 
businesses 

Extra interruption 
time 

1 € 5,648,463,141 € 4,214,515,727 
(75%) 

€ 923,142,798 
(16%) 

€ 510,804,616  
(9%) 

2 € 7,531,284,188 € 5,473,338,900 
(73%) 

€ 1,230,857,064 
(16%) 

€ 827,088,224 
(11%) 

3 € 12,575,935,701 € 8,545,293,379 
(68%) 

€ 2,043,798,765 
(16%) 

€ 1,986,843,557 
(16%) 

 

Comparing BIL new method with BIL SSM2015 

The direct BIL of SSM2015 is higher than the direct BIL of all three scenarios of the new method. The 

assumed interruption time of the businesses is the determining factor for the BIL calculations. Using 

the new method, 43% of the businesses are assumed to be interruption for only 0.75-3.5 months, 50% 

of the businesses are interruption for 4.5-9 months and 7% of the businesses are assumed to be 

interrupted for 9-15 months. Compare this to the SSM2015 analysis, where the interruption time for 

70% of the businesses is considered to be more than 7.7 months. Thus when the businesses where 

categorized based on flood duration instead of water depth, the businesses experienced less 

interruption time resulting in lower BIL using the new method. 

From BIL new method to missing indirect BIL SSM2015 

The resulting ratio between total BIL, direct BIL and indirect BIL of the new method was used to 

calculate the indirect BIL and the total BIL linked to the direct BIL of SSM2015. The indirect BIL for non-

damaged businesses is predicted to be € 1.340.612.721. This is assumed to be 16% of the total BIL in 

this flood scenario. Thus with this value could the total BIL be calculated, this is predicted to be 

€8,649,114,326. Now also the extra interruption time BIL could be calculated, which resulted in 

€1,197,461.,71 (14%). This suggests that the direct BIL calculated with SSM2015 is 70% of the total BIL, 

and thus the BIL linked to failed CI is considered to be 30%.  

Compared Karagiannis et al. (2017) and Koks et al. (2019), this share of indirect BIL seems relatively 

low. They found respectively up to 8 times more BIL and an increase of 300% in BIL. An explanation for 

this result could be the flood scenario. In the chosen flood scenario, 84% of the businesses already 

experience BIL. If a flood scenario was chosen with lower water depths, less businesses would be 

damaged by the flood itself. Though many CI assets are vulnerable to low water depths, table 10. So 

in a flood scenario with lower water depths the ratio between direct and indirect BIL could be different.    

The calculated BIL per source, direct versus indirect, for the three scenarios of the new method, 

together with the results for SSM2015 are visually represented in figure 7. 
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Figure 7 – The business interruption losses per method (in billion €), where the sources of the BIL are distinguished: direct BI, 

neglected businesses or extra interruption time. 

 

Validation of used method 

For validation of the used method, the BIL of flood scenario 20665 were calculated using the software 

SSM2017.v2020 and compared with the found BIL using the method of SSM2015 in this thesis. The 

total damages calculated by SSM2017.v2020 for flood scenario 20665 resulted in €25 billion, whereof 

the direct BIL is €6.56 billion. When comparing this to the direct BIL calculated in this thesis using the 

method of SSM2015 (de Bruijn et al., 2015), which is €6.11 billion, shows that the direct BIL is 

calculated to be 7% less than the direct BIL calculated by SSM2017.v2020. A difference in total surface 

areas per business category is found which resulted in the difference of 7% of the direct BIL. This 

difference could be explained by the input data of the businesses. The SSM2017.v2020 uses the BAG 

data of 2008, whereas in this research the BAG data of 2020 is used. 

Comparison with the raise factor used for critical infrastructure in the social CBA 

In the social CBA for determining the optimal flood protection standards for the Netherlands, a general 

raise of the total damages with 2-33% was applied to include the neglected damages due to critical 

infrastructure (Gauderis & Kind, 2011). Using the found ratios between the different BILs in of this 

research, a prediction is made of the indirect BIL for SSM2017.v2020. This resulted in €2.73 billion. If 

this is added to the total damages of €25 billion, the total damages would increase with 11% due to 

indirect damages caused by failed critical infrastructure in this flood scenario. Thus using the 

developed method in this research, a better prediction about the damages due to critical infrastructure 

can be made.  
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5. Discussion 
This chapter discussing the results, elaborates on the assumptions, limitations of the study and 

provides suggestions for further research.  

The first sub question To conclude, there was a new method developed to quantify the damages of 

business interruption linked to failed CI. 

Vulnerability of CI assets 

The first sub question “What are the critical water depths of the CI assets?” resulted in an overview of 

the assumed critical water depths of the CI assets, summarized in table 10.  The critical water depths 

started from 20 cm and the maximum critical water depth found was 250 cm. But to be able to answer 

the first sub question, assumptions had to be made.  The information about the critical water depths 

of the CI assets for the Netherlands was not easily available. Also, if there was information provided 

about the critical water depths, different sources gave different critical water depths. Therefore it is 

suggested to come to an general agreement about the critical water depths of CI assets in the 

Netherlands. Then all CI assets3 could be included into the Dutch flood damage assessment as 

vulnerable objects. Identifying and quantifying the direct damages of the failed CI assets would be the 

first step to incorporate CI into the Dutch flood damage assessment.  

Furthermore, the assumed critical water depths used in this thesis were mostly relatively low and thus 

the chosen flood scenario resulted in failure of almost all CI assets. Therefore, a general 

recommendation would be to make the critical infrastructure less vulnerable to flooding. Further 

research is suggested to find out if this cost effective.  

Critical infrastructure and businesses 

The second sub question resulted in the businesses that would have (extra) BIL due to the failed CI 

assets in the chosen flood scenario. Ideally, links between every business and CI assets would have 

been made. This could in future research be done by the use of Voronoi cell, which represent the 

service area of an asset as was done by Koks et al. (2019). However this was not done in this research 

because of the many CI assets considered. Thus an assumption had to made to link the businesses to 

the failed CI assets. Because every CI sector was compromised for at least 68%, the assumption was 

made that no CI sector could provide its services. Each asset provides its services to the businesses 

closest by. Therefore the assumption was made that the nondamaged businesses would be interrupted 

for the same amount of time as if they would be flooded. The inundation duration was based on the 

map of Rijkswaterstaat (2020).  

Business interruption losses 

The extra BIL were calculated answering the third question, and resulted in 30% extra BIL. Also for 

answering the last sub question, several assumptions had to be made. The losses calculated using the 

new method are determined based on the interruption time of the businesses and the production 

capacity of the impacted businesses. The interruption time is based on the inundation duration of the 

flood together with the recovery time and path after de flood event.   

For the new method, the map used to indicate the inundation duration of the businesses 

(Rijkswaterstaat, 2020) represents the same inundation duration for large parts of the Netherlands 

and only four possible times are used: days, weeks, months, up to 6 months. This map represent the 

estimation about experts about the inundation period. No further explanation about the reasoning 

 
3 The CI assets hospitals, pumping stations, water treatment plants, and IED-installations are already identified as vulnerable 

objects in SSM2015. Roads and railroads are also identified as impact category, but only the direct physical damages are 

included. 
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could be found. It is probably based on the map produced by Wagenaar (2012), which based its 

calculations on elevation of the land and the capacity of the pumping stations. This thesis highlighted 

the importance of the chosen inundation and recovery time on both direct and indirect damages. So 

far, not enough research has been focused on inundation duration and recovery periods for the 

Netherlands. It would therefore be recommended to conduct more research about the possible 

inundation duration and recovery periods which would result in a more detailed interruption map for 

each flood scenario. This is essential to be able to make better flood damage assessment, including 

critical infrastructure.  

The case study area is assumed to work as an isolated economy, which is not the reality. In a real life 

situation, substitution and multiplier effects would arise. In this study the gross value added of the 

impacted businesses was not adjusted to include substitution and or multiplier effects. Outside the 

flooded area, the flood could also cause extra business interruption losses referred to as a multiplier 

effects. Businesses there could be dependent on the production of certain products by businesses 

inside the flooded area. Furthermore, business outside the flooded area may take over production of 

the interrupted businesses inside the flood plain resulting in an increased production. These 

substitution effects could result in a positive impact on the economy outside the flooded area. In 

SSM2015 the GVA is adjusted to include these substitution and multiplier effects. This is not followed 

in this research because the substitution and multiplier effects calculated in SSM2015 were based on 

the whole Dutch economy and in this research a much smaller case study area was considered.  

Although many assumptions had to be made, the business interruption losses linked to failed critical 

infrastructure were calculated. Using a new method, a ratio between total BIL, direct and indirect BIL 

could be distinguished. This ratio was then used together with the calculated direct BIL of SSM2015 to 

make a prediction of indirect BIL and total BIL for SSM2015. This could be used to better represent the 

business interruption losses in the Dutch flood damage assessment model SSM2015. By using this 

ratio, it was assumed that independent of the method used to calculate the losses, the sources causing 

these losses are the same. But because different methods were used, resulting in different interruption 

times the magnitude of BIL per method was different.  

The found business interruption losses linked to failed critical infrastructure were 25-32% (new 

method) and 30% (SSM2015). The share of BIL caused by failed CI to total BIL is however probably very 

dependent on the chosen flood scenario.  Therefore, this ~ 30% cannot be used as a general raise factor 

to include indirect losses due to critical infrastructure in flood damage assessments. The expectation 

is that in flood scenarios where the water depths are not very high, the BIL due to failed CI would 

become a bigger share of total BIL. The physical damages to businesses would be less, but many CI 

assets are expected to fail at low water depths. However to confirm this hypothesis, further research 

is necessary.  

Lastly, the results of this research were compared with the raise factor used to include the 

consequences of failed CI to determine the optimal flood protection standards for the Netherlands.  

The consequences of failed CI are considered to raise the total damages with 2-33% (Gauderis & Kind, 

2011). With this research it is now possible to calculate the extra damages thus the raise factor is no 

longer necessary. This results in a better reflection of the total damages for determining the optimal 

flood protection standards for the Netherlands.    
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6. Conclusions 
The aim of this thesis was to quantify the damages of business interruption posed to failure of critical 

infrastructure after a flooding event in the Netherlands. After answering the sub questions this 

research aim was achieved. The extra BIL specifically linked to failure of CI are however very dependent 

on the flood scenario. The water depths and the inundation duration are critical parameters, as well 

as the recovery time.  

The findings of this study are of scientific relevance in that it creates more understanding about the 

impacts of a flood event in the Netherlands. Till now, there has been no study conducted that 

quantified the indirect effects of failure of critical infrastructure for the Netherlands. This study 

introduces a method that results in the business interruption losses linked to failed critical 

infrastructure. This knowledge can be used to create a more comprehensive overview of all the 

possible damages caused by a flood. With more insights, better choices can be made regarding the 

flood protection of the Netherlands.  

By defining the economically optimal flood protection standards in 2011, the effects of failure of critical 

infrastructure were added to the total damages as a general raise factor between 2-33% (Gauderis & 

Kind, 2011). Using the method of this research, the extra damages caused by failure of critical 

infrastructure could now be calculated explicitly and the general raise factor of 2-33% would be no 

longer necessary. Consequently, the benefits of the avoided losses may increase resulting in higher 

economically optimal flood protection standards for the Netherlands. This would making dike 

improvements more cost-effective. 

Final words of this thesis would be that it is still extremely hard to model and quantify all possible 

consequences of a flood event. However, by practice more knowledge about the process can be 

obtained. This research showed a method to quantify the business interruption losses caused by failed 

critical infrastructure. However, many more cascading effects arise after failure of critical 

infrastructure including non-tangible damages. This makes the quantification of cascading effects of 

failure of critical infrastructure complicated. Because so many cascading effects arise if critical 

infrastructure would fail, the modelling of the consequences of a flood becomes more complicated. A 

different strategy could be very effective, by tackling the problem by the source instead of reducing 

the consequences. Thus consider making critical infrastructure less vulnerable to flooding instead of 

purely focus on improved flood protection.  
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Appendix 
 

A Methodology 

A-1 Overview of used input sources 
 

A-1.1 Flood scenario  

The flood scenario 20665 TIF file, retrieved 28th of March 2022.  https://basisinformatie-
overstromingen.nl/#/scenarios/6/20665?center=52.01875,5.08830&zoom=13  

Metadata  
 

Flood Scenario Lek 20665 

Scenario name  bres15_01A_2000_zand_rep 

ScenarioID  20665 

Scenario date  2008-04-24 

Owner Province Zuid-Holland 

Flood type B 

Name of breach location  Lek km 950.6 (Nieuwegein) 

x-coordinate breach location 135308.005589 

y-coordinate breach location 446440.011704 

Return period (years) 2000 

Area   Dijkring 15 - Lopiker- en Krimpenerwaard 

Water source Lek 

Water source type Big river 

Total damage 25029104094 

Total fatalities 1894 

Total affected people  401784 

Modelling software Sobek 2.10.003 

Model version Randstadmodel1 

Motivation used calculation method Most advanced method 

Purpose scenario VNK2 

Calculation method 2d model 

Model resolution 100 

Stable regional barriers Yes 

Evacuation fraction 0 

Material barrier Sand 

Depth of breach 7.77 

Initial breach width 10.0 

Method growth breach Automatic 

Maximum breach width 110 

Source Province Zuid-Holland 

Spatial Resolution 100 

Keywords Sobek 2.10.003 ; 2d model 

 

 

 

 

about:blank#/scenarios/6/20665?center=52.01875,5.08830&zoom=13
about:blank#/scenarios/6/20665?center=52.01875,5.08830&zoom=13
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A-1.1 Overview used weblinks per CI asset/sector 

 

Sector Data source CI asset # features in 
QGIS 

Energy TOP10NL; obtained from layer 
“Gebouw”  

Transformer stations 15 

 Stedin; obtained from shapefiles 
“Stedin Liggingsdata” 

High/medium/low 
voltage power lines 
(underground) 

High: 885 
Medium: 
27724 
Medium/low: 
1722 
Low: 56202 

 Stedin; obtained from shapefiles 
“Stedin Locatiegegevens” 

High/medium/low 
voltage electricity 
stations 

High: 13 
Medium: 695 
Low: 2570 

 Stedin: obtained from shapefile 
“Gasvervangingsdata 2022” 

Gas regional distribution 
pipes 

53081 

 Risicokaart.nl (“Ongevallen 

gevaarlijke stoffen” > 

“inrichtingen”> “rrgs:p_overig”)  

Metering/regulation 
station 

2 

 Risicokaart.nl (“Ongevallen 

gevaarlijke stoffen” > 

“inrichtingen”> “rrgs:p_overig”) 

Gas receiving station 15 

ICT/ 
telecommunication 

TOP10NL; obtained from layer 
“Inrichtingselement” 

Transmission masts 62 

 TOP10NL; obtained from layer 
“Gebouw” 

Radio/television tower 1 

Water TOP10NL; obtained from layer 
“Functioneelgebied” 

Water treatment plant 13 

 TOP10NL; obtained from layer 
“Gebouw” 

Water pumps 
(extraction) 

4 

 TOP10NL; obtained from layer 
“Gebouw” 

Water pumping stations 
(discharge) 

43 

Infrastructure TOP10NL; obtained from layer 
“Wegdeel” 

Highways 598 

 TOP10NL; obtained from layer 
“Wegdeel” 

Main roads 969 

 TOP10NL; obtained from layer 
“Wegdeel” 

Regional roads 2835 

 TOP10NL; obtained from layer 
“Wegdeel” 

Local roads 7944 

 TOP10NL; obtained from layer 
“Wegdeel” 

Streets 26458 

 TOP10NL; obtained from layer 
“Spoorbaandeel” 

Railroads 215 
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• TOP10NL: 
o https://app.pdok.nl/brt/top10nl/download-viewer/  

• Stedin:  
o https://www.stedin.net/zakelijk/open-data/liggingsdata-kabels-en-leidingen  
o https://www.stedin.net/zakelijk/open-data/gasvervangingsdata  

• From LIWO the following were downloaded:  
o The inundation duration TIF file, retrieved 11th of March 2022 

https://basisinformatie-
overstromingen.nl/#/viewer/25?center=52.00245,5.29952&zoom=3  

• Gasontvangststations  
o Krimpen a/d Lek: 

http://prdcrs.risicokaartinvoer.nl/Viewer.aspx?Idx=895&argument=nlyM530DU2lqnt

GpuzS495zJ25RjvmNq7URiSl11dwgO9vfmF2w5O-

pDz6g8FZSoldSWaEfgFkYh7*6bg8WbAwoRMP0u9oQ7  

o Krimpen a/d ijssel 

http://prdcrs.risicokaartinvoer.nl/Viewer.aspx?Idx=895&argument=nlyM530DU2l2sT

71UAcUXclkJQYzKRfhztBpZuJPyFlpLrCKebaOm5DqGm2BHcftG*Qxzki0W0l70FzfYhTz-

fPNWNtV6z1e  

o Lekkerkerk: 

http://prdcrs.risicokaartinvoer.nl/Viewer.aspx?Idx=895&argument=nlyM530DU2m4l

cDN*vqhuZm15NLbWbEhkV0aH90PmYjcwgBVlvGl9HNvCZfXKNvZgCkzeeXCw14yMXE

1LNoH4nzNI3Q9bVxc  

o Stolwijk: 

http://prdcrs.risicokaartinvoer.nl/Viewer.aspx?Idx=895&argument=nlyM530DU2lqnt

GpuzS498x6h0IhP2-

mKhEcYa8urVmtmwef3owP1J6NFv1SpuEARkWRlvASm7QZ5nL827AcQqjnmz2LcCgK  

o Schoonhoven: 

http://prdcrs.risicokaartinvoer.nl/Viewer.aspx?Idx=895&argument=nlyM530DU2lqnt

GpuzS499Ok7cMuu6mBjRIGsGysE5MiOc*R96aKXi1moDY9XFEF9w5IYRSUQ3e*aWL8

nwrY7vtk8-2jfroC  

o Vleuten: 

http://prdcrs.risicokaartinvoer.nl/Viewer.aspx?Idx=895&argument=nlyM530DU2n4w

Z-

FfbSVYR8Ywr30BS0rCJMNXw00hKpzpBixGOmviwPpjFAk0NQvkbYLjUdZh1TbWWJI2n

ap9Dsap0xSlfkL  

o Linschoten: 

http://prdcrs.risicokaartinvoer.nl/Viewer.aspx?Idx=895&argument=nlyM530DU2npI

gVj8Z28hPuu66iWBL78B6Y7oTr3lA91jIJbHFopxdYZESgZ6GQ3jZOzAdk6KgzzqcacZa4B

TQFE-PkgMV0L  

o Woerden: 

http://prdcrs.risicokaartinvoer.nl/Viewer.aspx?Idx=895&argument=nlyM530DU2npI

gVj8Z28hKLl*X1dLoDYJoOOe2M3ZmPEvNOdun*mhVQAO8L0RbSgWPQiwWba7oq6e

91EN8rQxnu1x936Sb5S  

o Bodegraven: 

http://prdcrs.risicokaartinvoer.nl/Viewer.aspx?Idx=895&argument=nlyM530DU2lqnt

GpuzS490StWWry4OcLdtyMDDZSODJxVi0Hwc0lXOSpBjelzsLZo7RJCH6Cb6BCZGatme

GoHh9DDl6qdVW8  

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank#/viewer/25?center=52.00245,5.29952&zoom=3
about:blank#/viewer/25?center=52.00245,5.29952&zoom=3
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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o Gouda: 

http://prdcrs.risicokaartinvoer.nl/Viewer.aspx?Idx=895&argument=nlyM530DU2lqnt

GpuzS49-UOvYjwbwcuT35-0eW7Hfz4u5NDPlICUdwsHx4o6CmVWb1Jg-

dYUot6wbA7iRkOumEYUmoJIJis  

o Vinkeveen: 

http://prdcrs.risicokaartinvoer.nl/Viewer.aspx?Idx=895&argument=nlyM530DU2lqnt

GpuzS496VZpfDfrId8VETuX36thU3uZfKoIdmSOIl2jiYc4qiGvKKckdXCafaMxWmUMX8f

5f9N4CBFSDNl  

o Mijdrecht: 

http://prdcrs.risicokaartinvoer.nl/Viewer.aspx?Idx=895&argument=nlyM530DU2npI

gVj8Z28hEgiv6VJ0NbtMSngaGK4NKwjIM5tqQHp8KAYrlGoBFCjuKbnJBaOK-

BnnmwPtfqeDfvyNI826TiB  

o Ouderkerk a/d ijssel 

http://prdcrs.risicokaartinvoer.nl/Viewer.aspx?Idx=895&argument=nlyM530DU2m4l

cDN*vqhuTZ6nsJO1CJ4TpPIuxa7szG5y3HSNTZ6up2HSUaWNvJpIKLgXQod1ZEevbJfml

4D*vSbOQ*AO1pV 

o Nieuwegein 

http://prdcrs.risicokaartinvoer.nl/Viewer.aspx?Idx=895&argument=nlyM530DU2mFj

Yol-

N4WBQRMaArRLsw7CCGktZ34eynE*RQgQvoPP2juZA0n3AFXCM8bBpl7xHOIwB84Gq

MeB2YM9dcaOnhX  

o Ijsselstein 

http://prdcrs.risicokaartinvoer.nl/Viewer.aspx?Idx=895&argument=nlyM530DU2mFj

Yol-

N4WBT4sKHU3rW0wEPuUcq1SpBKU8IsEMRMOzxhGT2Hp*HfnnDZ0GY5HprTZxs0UrS

6AcU-NLmMox0TR  

Gasdruk meet en regelstation 

o Krimpen: 

http://prdcrs.risicokaartinvoer.nl/Viewer.aspx?Idx=895&argument=nlyM530DU2m4l

cDN*vqhuTZ6nsJO1CJ4TpPIuxa7szG5y3HSNTZ6up2HSUaWNvJpIKLgXQod1ZEevbJfml

4D*vSbOQ*AO1pV  

o Utrecht: 

http://prdcrs.risicokaartinvoer.nl/Viewer.aspx?Idx=895&argument=nlyM530DU2n4w

Z-FfbSVYQ2wsvUtvH-

eM040gpgC*oLS4vKIpmvj4EGrALZeQbzMVun44UdIuJWL8ICrQdCyaEySlAqjic8V 
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A-2 Detailed methodology 
 

A-2.1  

Flood scenario 

The flood scenario was exported as a TIF-file from LIWO and imported into QGIS. Here the symbology 

of the flood scenario layer was changed to ‘singleband pseudocolor’ with the color ramp ‘blues’. The 

opacity of the values ‘0’ was changed to 0%, this results in figure 1a with satellite as background layer. 

Labels are obtained from OpenStreetMap. To be able to use this flood scenario as case study area, the 

flood scenario layer was adjusted. The flood scenario layer was ‘reclassified by table’, resulting in a 

layer with only values 1 and 2. First, all values of 0 (0 < value <= 0) were changed to the same value 

(value = 1) indicating the area in the flood scenario that had experienced no flooding. All other values 

different than zero (0.0001 < value <= 6) were also changed to the same value (value = 2) indicating 

the flooded area. For the case study area it is no longer necessary to know the flood depth, only the 

flood extent is required. To use this reclassified layer as case study area, the reclassified raster layer 

needs to be converted to a vector layer. This was done using the tool ‘polygonize (raster to vector)’. 

From the vectorized layer, the biggest feature was selected indicating the inundated area of the flood 

scenario. The other features were assumed to be water bodies that are already present before the 

flood and therefore were not included in the case study area.  This selected feature was then cleaned, 

so that the case study area is one uninterrupted layer without holes, using the vector tool ‘delete hole’. 

The resulting layer, indicating the case study area that is used in this research, is showed in figure 1b. 

 

A-2.2  

Selecting CI assets 

Using de download viewer of PDOK (PDOK TOP10NL Download Viewer, 2020), an area slightly bigger 

than the case study area was selected and TOP10NL layers for the selected area were downloaded. 

TOP10NL is the most used topographical base file by the Dutch government. The data is based on aerial 

photos from 2020 and consists of object-oriented topographic files. The used coordinate reference 

system is RD_new / EPSG 28992. In QGIS the different TOP10NL input layers were clipped with the 

case study area to be only left with the features inside the case study area. Next, the TOP10NL layers 

were filtered based on the sectors of table 1 resulting the following CI assets: transformer station 

(energy), transmission masts (ICT/telecommunication), radio/television tower 

(ICT/telecommunication), water treatment plants (water), water pumps (water), water pumping 

stations (water), different roads and railroads (infrastructure).  

For the sector energy, more CI assets were selected from other sources than TOP10NL. The TOP10NL 

layers contained power pylons, overhead power lines and transformer stations in the sector energy. 

Only the transformer stations data are selected as CI assets in this research. It is assumed that the 

power pylons will not be downed by a flood in the Netherlands. The flood velocity is low in the 

Netherlands and therefore does not generate enough force to down the power pylons. Consequently, 

the overhead power lines will remain intact. Also, the overhead power lines are high above the ground 

and expected not to hit the water during a flood. This is only expected to happen at a transformer 

station because here the overhead power lines are transited to underground power lines together with 

switching in voltages. This process happens close to the ground. Therefore, transformer stations are 

expected to be inundated during a flood event and are thus considered as a CI asset in this research. 

So only one energy CI asset in selected from the TOP10NL layers. Hence other open data sources were 

consulted to find more location data about energy CI assets. Stedin is the regional energy grid operator 

in the case study area. Their website provides open data with information about the location of their 
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underground power lines and gas pipes, and location of the electricity stations (Stedin, 2022). This data 

was downloaded as shapefiles and imported into QGIS. These layers were then clipped with the case 

study area. This resulted in identifying the following CI assets: high-, medium-, medium/low-, and low 

electricity stations, high-, medium-, medium/low-, and low underground power lines, and regional gas 

distribution pipes. The gas metering- and regulation stations (MRS) and the gas receiving stations (GRS) 

were identified using the Risicokaart.nl (2022). This is a risk map showing at street level the chance of 

a calamity, such as a flood or accident with hazardous substances. Using the online map viewer, the 

risk situation “accident with hazardous substances” was selected, followed by “establishments (NL: 

Inrichtingen)”,  chosing the layer “rrgs:p_overig” which shows dots on the map. Another layer was 

chosen to display the distribution pipes (“accident with hazardous substances” > “transport” > 

“pipelines”). Zooming in on the case study area, the dots at the end of the pipelines could be selected 

and checked if it was either a MRS or GRS or other. If a MRS or GRS was found it was put manually as 

a vector point into new layer in QGIS, using a OpenStreetMap layer as reference to find the right 

location. The risk map was used in the same manner as MRS and GRS to find BRZO businesses and 

nuclear plants (which can also be found under “establishments”), but those were both not present in 

the case study area.  

A-2.3  

Exposure of CI assets to the flood 

First step was to reclassify the inundation scenario raster layer (LIWO (2022)) by table based on the 

critical water depths. The reclassification was based on the critical water depths. The reclassification 

table is showed in table 4. This reclassified raster layer was polygonised to create a vector layer. This 

is necessary for the next step, where the CI assets are clipped per water depth layer. First the seven 

critical water depth layers were created by combining features with values according to table 5. For 

example the features with values 6, 7, 8 are selected and saved as a layer indicating the area where 

water depth is more than 1 meter.  

Last step is to select and save the CI assets that fall in their critical water depth layer. The critical water 

depth per CI asset can be found in results, table … To give an example, the critical water depth of a gas 

receiving station (GRS) is assumed to be 0.60 m. Using the tool ‘select by location’ the features 

representing the GRS that intersect with the water depth threshold layer of 0.60 m are selected and 

saved indicating the failed GRS.  

Table – 4  

Range boundaries (x = value inundation scenario) New Value 

0 < x <= 0.20 1 

0.20 < x <= 0.30 2 

0.30 < x <= 0.50 3 

0.50 < x <= 0.60 4 

0.60 < x <= 1 5 

1 < x <= 1.5 6 

1.5 < x <= 2.5 7 

2.5 < x <= 6 8 

 

Table - 5 

Water depth threshold  The features with these values are combined 

0.20 m 2 - 8 
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0.30 m 3 - 8 

0.50 m 4 - 8 

0.60 m 5 - 8 

1 m 6 - 8 

1.5 m 7 - 8 

2.5 m 8 

 

 

A-2.4  

Identification of businesses in study area 

Businesses of the study area were loaded into QGIS using the plugin pdok viewer, bag:pand. Bag:pand 

consists of the geographical information of all the buildings in the Netherlands. The loading of the 

buildings was done per municipality, because there were too many features to load in one time. The 

pand feature representing a building can have one or more of the eleven distinguished functionalities. 

After loading all the building features present in the case study area into QGIS, the buildings uses as a 

habitat were deleted. the features with only the functionality of ‘living’ were deleted. The other 

features were saved in different layers based on the categories in table 4.3, resulting in seven different 

layers all containing one business category as proposed by SSM2015. The features contain beside 

“function”, also more information about the minimum and maximum surface area per building feature 

, and the number of buildings per feature. Later in the analysis the maximum surface area was used to 

calculate the gross value added per business sector. The number of buildings per feature was used to 

make the conversion from number of features to the actual number of buildings present in the case 

study area. From now on, the buildings features are referred to as businesses.  

Businesses per water depth 

The next step was to identify the number of businesses per damage category, or thus per water depth. 

The businesses were thus categorized into five water depth layers, based on table 2. The flood scenario 

(LIWO, 2022)  was reclassified so that the 0 < values <= 2.499 = 1, other values are NULL. This raster 

layer was polygonised (raster to vector). This new polygonised layer consists thus the area where the 

water depth is between 0 and 0.25 m. This layer is clipped with every business sector layer to obtain 

the businesses that fall in this area. The sum of the features within this area (0-0.25 m water depth) is 

2008. Using the tool under vector analysis ‘basis statistics’, the sum of the businesses per feature and 

the sum of the max surface are per feature of all the different business sectors in the area with WD of 

max 0.25 m was found. This paragraph of steps is repeated another four times, for the other water 

depth ranges in table 2. The results are summarized in sector …, table… 

Inundation duration of businesses 

The inundation duration was added as an extra attribute to each business feature. The inundation 

duration layer was obtained from LIWO (2022. Figure 2 shows the expected inundation period with on 

top the businesses, the black points. The procedure was done using the processing toolbox function 

“join attributes by location” in QGIS, with as a base layer the business layers and the joined layer the 

inundation duration. The geometric predicate used was “intersects”, field to add “GRIDCODE”, and the 

join type was “take attributes of the feature with largest overlap only (one-to-one)” to prevent that 

the business features become duplicated only because of multiple inundation durations. This resulted 

in the number of features per inundation depth.  
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Per business sector per water depth layer the mean businesses per feature? were calculated and 

multiplied with the number of features per inundation duration for that specific business sector and 

water depth layer.  

 

Method SSM2015 

Followed the function below. see updated and improved method for flood damage assessment 

ssm2015. Used specific values for f1 and f2 acquired from Rijkswaterstaat by installing SSM2015.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


